
Long-term Planning

2016 was a busy year for People’s goal of creating a long-term 
plan. Like any undertaking of this size, the long-term planning pro-
cess has involved the inspired work and input of many people, lots 
of research, and the nurturing of new and existing relationships. 
People’s Long-term Planning Committee (LTPC) had to write and 
rewrite our timeline while working to make the many pieces of 
various tasks and ideas fit into an emerging picture. In 2016, we 
laid the crucial groundwork for creating a successful plan and we 
are looking to building on that work moving forward.

Community Outreach
During the spring and early summer of 2016, our primary task was 
to get input from Member-Owners, shoppers, and our broader 
community about their vision for the Co-op. In these outreach 
events we asked folks what kinds of impact they wanted the store 
to have, new projects we could take on, the values they see as 
really vital, and ways that we could be doing better. Members of 
the Long-term Planning Committee, the Board, and the Collective 

Management spoke with organizations working throughout the 
Portland area to learn about the the work they are doing, what 
needs they’re aware of that aren’t fully met, and how these things 
intersect with People’s Ends. The Committee also surveyed and 
talked to many of our farmers, producers, distributors, and ven-
dors about their experiences of and hopes for the Portland mar-
ket. Over the course of this outreach period there were three pub-
lic visioning events with the People’s community. The Long-term 
Planning Committee intentionally tried to create space to listen to 
people who are often not involved in community planning deci-
sions. After all of these conversations, People’s Collective Man-
agement (CM) came together to consider what was learned and 
to add their ideas for People’s vision.

Shared Visions
Several clear community desires emerged from the outreach, 
which the LTPC and CM crafted into Vision Statements. These are 
intended to focus and direct the Co-op’s work towards our Ends 

10-Year Vision Statements
1. People’s Food Co-op collaborates with the communities
it impacts to strengthen the local food system.

2. People’s Food Co-op attends to the empowerment of our 
workers, who ensure the health of operations and the 
financial sustainability of our cooperative.

3. People’s Food Co-op engages with community members 
in order to provide relevant and affordable food and goods.

4. People’s Food Co-op nurtures fruitful relationships 
between individuals, businesses, and organizations in 
pursuit of our Ends. 

People’s Expansion, as envisioned in a People’s newsletter from 1993.
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10-Year Vision Statements

Long-term Planning Engagement in 2016.

for the next 10 years in a way that embodies our community’s 
common visions and values.

We think that these vision statements effectively encompass the 
main themes of our outreach efforts: food affordability and acces-
sibility, working to strengthen our local food system, working 
more collaboratively with our community and community orga-
nizations, and ensuring the financial sustainability of the Co-op.
After completing the outreach phase of our planning process, 
People’s LTPC turned to researching possibilities for how we’ll ful-
fill that 10-year vision. This research comprised the bulk of the 
committee’s work during the second half of 2016. Committee 
members surveyed the community and development work hap-
pening in Portland, and considered possibilities for projects and 
partnerships which could help fulfill our vision statements.  At the 
same time, the Collective engaged in some of the internal work 
required to launch a project of this size, including discussing more 
specific directions for possible plans, taking a critical look at our 
product buying guidelines and considering how they impact our 
work towards our Ends, and working to solidify the 10-year vision 
statements.

There are still a lot of questions to be answered: How will a project 
(or series of projects) that fulfill these visions take shape? How do 
we keep doing the work of building relationships with farmers 
and offering the best food possible? How can we more actively 

and effectively prioritize food affordability and accessibility? What 
would it look like to extend our Collective Management structure 
to more projects, while increasing vitality and effectiveness for our 
workplace? We’re digging into those questions to find innovative 
answers. We are oriented to do this while maintaining our current 
store so that it will continue to thrive and serve our community in 
inspiring ways. 

We’re doing all this work while keeping our current store relevant 
and vibrant amidst a very competitive natural foods market and 
the struggles that are affecting co-ops nationwide. Once we’ve 
made a formal plan that the Collective is excited to implement and 
meets the criteria that we laid out at the beginning of this process, 
we’ll announce our plan to you, our Member-Owners.   

If you have questions, please let us know! We can be reached at 
planning@peoples.coop, or fill out a comment card in the store. 
We’ll answer your questions as best as we can and share them on 
our blog at peoples.coop/blog. 
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